
SMG Technology: Benchmarks

SMG leads the industry in the development of best-in-class benchmarks. 

Today our unique portfolio of three benchmark datasets—core survey, text, 

and BrandGeek’s branded benchmarks—shed light on your performance 

relative to competitors. So you can see where you are and where you need 

to go to lead your industry in exceptional customer experiences.

Benchmarks 

core survey, text, 

and branded—are 

the most robust and 

comprehensive in the 

industry, allowing you 

to compare yourself to 

the competition across 

your most important 

performance indicators.

SMG’s customized benchmark databases 

provide competitive rankings and focused 

insights in 10 distinct categories

Core survey benchmark 

SMG’s core survey benchmark houses billions 

of data points—spanning categories, regions, 

and consumer demographics. By using this 

database to see how you rank on different 

measures compared to the industry average 

and compared to others in your category, you 

stand to gain a clear picture of where you are 

and what you’re up against.

filtering by visit type, department, day part, 

and many more attributes—zooming in on the 

data you need to answer your most specific, 

pressing questions: 

How are we doing compared  

to local competitors? 

Knowing how you compare to your 

competitors on a national level is 

helpful, but if you’re going to effect any 

meaningful change, you need to know where 

to focus your efforts specifically. SMG’s core 

survey benchmark lets you know how each 

individual location is doing relative to its  

local competitors. 
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How are we doing over time?

By drawing on the data we collect 

throughout the year, SMG’s core 

survey benchmark sheds light on how your 

strengths and weaknesses vary by time of the 

year, allowing you to track and address any 

emerging trends in the customer experience.  

And since year-over-year changes are some of 

the most important indicators of financial success, 

you can highlight the factors that play the biggest 

role in delivering great service and make sure 

you’re improving over time.  

Shed some light on the competition

Benchmarks

Apparel Fine Dining

Big Box Grocery

Casual Dining QSR

C-Store Specialty Retail

Fast Casual Personal Service

Even better, the information isn’t restricted to 

the brand level. As a testament to our robust 

client portfolio, you’re able to dig deeper—

 Compare yourself to the competition across your most important performance indicators

 See how strengths and weaknesses vary throughout the year to address emerging trends

 Know how your customers rate your brand compared to your competitors—and why  

 they choose you
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Text benchmark

Introduced in 2013, our text benchmark 

provides industry benchmarks on the data 

behind customers’ open-ended comments. 

You can use this data to gain a deeper 

understanding of the customer experience 

and to see what customers are saying 

about your brand versus other brands 

within the category. 

With our text benchmark, you can compare 

against other brands on:

 How often customers are talking about 

important measures in your locations 

 How often customers mention an 

employee’s name and how that affects 

Overall Satisfaction 

 The percentage of your customers 

talking negatively about your staff

 The categories (e.g., Staff Friendliness, 

Speed, Cleanliness) where customers 

think you’re better—or worse—than  

the rest

Being able to see what customers are 

mentioning as well as the sentiment behind 

their comments, you get some qualitative 

context about how they feel to help you  

round out the numbers from the core  

survey benchmark. 

Branded benchmark

With the core survey and text benchmarks,  

you know everything about how your 

customers rate you compared to how 

your competitors’ customers rank them. 

But which competitors are you comparing 

against? SMG’s cutting-edge market 

intelligence tool BrandGeek® answers  

that question by taking the blindfolds off 

the benchmarks. 

Our location-based mobile research app 

SurveyMini® uses uses precise mapping 

technology to detect when users visit you  

or your competitors and triggers a short 

survey to their smartphones. All of that data 

goes into a branded benchmark, which 

means you can see exactly where your 

brand falls on customer experience metrics 

and how much share of visit you’re winning 

from specific competitors. 

With just a few clicks, you can sort the 

data to get insights about demographics, 

regions, or time of visit. And, you can learn 

what motivates consumers so you can 

see exactly where you stand among your 

competitors. BrandGeek turns your most 

specific questions into your most focused 

insights — instantly. 

You don’t have to be in the dark about how 

you compare to your industry. With SMG’s 

three benchmarks, you can see clearly how 

your brand measures up, which factors are 

most important, and where to focus to win  

new customers. 

Market

BrandGeek gives you 

powerful, actionable 

insights. Gain answers  

to important questions —

cutting the data by  

factors like:

Time period

Trip motivation

Demographic

For more 
information about 
how SMG’s core 
survey, text, 
and branded 
benchmarks can 
shed light on your 
competition, visit 
smg.com/contactus.

®

About Service Management Group

SMG inspires experiences that improve people’s lives. We are a catalyst for change, providing actionable 

customer, patient, and employee insights that boost loyalty and drive business outcomes. Our unique model 

puts a dual focus on platform technology and professional services—making it easier to collect, analyze, and 

share feedback and behavioral data across the enterprise. To learn more about our customer experience 

management, employee experience, and brand research solutions, visit www.smg.com.
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